
PREFACE TO VOLUME II. 


HIS volume contains the words beginning with the letter C. In respect of the space occupied by it in
T the Dictionary, C is the second largest letter of the alphabet (being exceeded only by S): and it 
contains nearly as many words as A and B (both large letter,, ) taken together, and as many as the nine 
smallest letters X, Z, Y, Q, K,], N, U, V, with three-fourths of the tenth, O. 

The extraordinary compass of C arises from several causes general and special. Primarily, the number of 
words beginning with any consonant depends naturally upon the number of initial combinations of which 
that consonant is capable. Thus, such letters as ], N, V, which can be followed by vowels only, have 
naturally fewer words than such as C, P, S, which enter also into the initial combinations CL, CR, PL, PR, 

SC, SL, SM, etc., and even (in the case of S) into the triple combinations SPR, SPL, etc., each of which 
may, like the simple letter, stand before all the vowels. Although the words beginning with these double or 
triple consonant groups are never so numerous as those beginning with the simple consonant, they are of such 

a number as to augment greatly the extent of the letters in question ; thus B owes more than a fourth of its 

words to the combinations BL, BR, and C is increased 223 pages by words in CL, CR, CHL, CHR. 
A special cause, in the case of the letter C, is that it contains the graphic combination CH, which is, 
phonetically, when it has the sound tSh, and etymologically, when it represents Greek X, a distinct letter, and 

is treated as such in the alphabet and dictionary of some languages, as for example Spanish and Welsh. 
But in the English Dictionary CH comes in the midst of C, to which it constitutes a notable addition, 

occupying of itself 171 pages of this volume, and actually including more words than ], K, or Q, and more 
than twice as many as X, Y, and Z put together. Another orthographic circumstance has some weight: 

C contains many words which, phonetically spelt, belong to S, viz. those in Ce-, Ci-, Cy-. It is true that, also 
for orthographic reasons, it loses words in Ke-, Kz'-, Ky-, Kn- (e. g. keep, king, kythe, know), formerly written 

with C; but these are, in all, not so numerous as the additions in Ce-, Ci-, Cy-, from Latin and Greek 
sources; so that the peculiarities of modern English spelling result, on the whole, in largely swelling the initial 

capacity of C. But there is a third circumstance of greater potency than any of those already mentioned; this 
is, the vast number of words of Latin origin or Latin composition with the prefixes Con- and C01ztra- (with 

their forms CO-, col-, C011Z-, cor-, and cou1zter-) , which have been adopted or formed in English. Of the following 
1308 (or deducting CH, IJ37) pages, no fewer than 576 are occupied by Co-, upwards of 400 of which are 
due to these Latin prefixes. 

The actual number of words treated in C-including the Main words, to which separate articles are 
assigned (e.g. Come, Cast), the Subordinate entries of distinct forms of words, which appear in their 
alphabetical place with a reference to the Main form under which they are treated (e.g. Cacarootch, obs. 
form of COCKROACH), and the specialized Combinations or compounds, explained under the Main words 
(e.g. camp-bed, camp-fever, under CAMP)-is 29,295. This number does not include the combinations 
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of simple and obvious meaning (such as camp-boy, camp-fire, camp-language), which are practically 
unlimited in number, and of which several thousands are recorded and illustrated by quotations, but 

without individual explanations, under the Main words. 

The 29,295 words are thus made up : 

Main 'Vords. Special combinations. Subordinate words. Total. 


21,295 3,461 4,539 29,295 

(including CH. 2,720 581 711 4,024) 


Considered as to their status in the langt,tage, the Main words are divided approximately into those 

still current and fully native or naturalized, those· now obsolete (marked t), and those which are alz"e11 or 
imperfectly naturalized (marked II). The distribution of the Main words is 

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total. 
15,852 4,515 928 21,295 

(including CH. 2,084 494 142 2,120) 

Thus, of the whole Main words included in C, 2I% % are obsolete, 4  % alien or not fully naturalized. 
If to these we add the words treated in Volume I, we have, for the contents of the first three letters 

of the alphabet, the following figures: 

Main words. Special combinations. Subordinate words. Total. 

A, B, and C 43,527 7.753 9,269 60,549 


Of the Main words there are 
Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total. 
31,232 10,497 1,798 43,527 

That is, for the whole three letters, 71! % are now current and fully naturalized, 24t % are obsolete, 4t % 
alien or imperfectly naturalized; more than three-fourths of all the words included being thus in 

living use. 

The plan and general features of the Dictionary have been already set forth in the Preface and 
Introduction to Vol. I. It need only be said here that C has presented, in its extent and variety, an ample 
field for the application of the principles there laid down. As a letter, it is a typical one, containing words 
of all kinds and from all sources, and it has perhaps more than an average proportion of words of particular 
historical interest. It comprises Old English words of Teutonic and Scandinavian origin, such as the verbs 
COME, CAST, and CALL, which are the subjects of some of the longest articles yet contained in the 
Dictionary; important words from Norman French, like CATTLE, COUNCIL, COUNTRY, COUNTY, and 
COURT; numerous words from Latin, directly or through French, like those in CON- and COUNTER- already 
mentioned, or more circuitously like CROSS, with its interesting history; many words from Greek, directly 
or through Latin, as CATHEDRAL, CHLORINE, CHOLERA, CLERGY, or more circuitously, like the great word 
CHURCH; from Celtic, as CAIRN, CRAG; from modern Romanic tongues, as CASTE, CHAGRIN, CHAMOIS, 
COCO, CORK, CRUSADE, CUPOLA; from other European languages, as CHACO, COACH, COSS, CRAVAT, 
CZAR; from Hebrew (ultimately), as CHERUB; from Arabic, as CARAVAN, COFFEE, COTTON; from Persian, 
as CHECK, CHESS; from Turkish, as CHOUSE; from various East Indian and other Oriental tongues, 
as CALICO, CAMPHOR, CASSOWARY, CASH, COMPOUND, CONGOU; from languages of America and the West 
Indies, as CACAO, CANOE, CAOUTCHOUC, CAUCUS. 

To enumerate here even a tithe of the words of special interest would take too much space; to such, 

users of 

connected with the history of CHRISTIANITY, and 
CHAPEL, 

CONVENTICLE, COVENANT, CROSIER, 

as CHARTIST, 

the Dictionary will themselves naturally turn. But attention may be called to the number of words 

the CHURCH, including CANON, CATHEDRAL, CATHOLIC, 


CHANCEL, CHAPTER, CHERUB, CHOIR, CLERGY, CLERK, COLLEGE, CONGREGATION, CONVENT, 

CROSS, and many others; to those connected with civil and political 

history CHILTERN, CITY, COLONY, COMMON, COMPANY, COMMUNISM, CONGRESS, CON

SERVATIVE, CON STITUTION, CORONER, CORPORATION, COUNCIL, COUNTRY, COUNTY, and COURT; to other 
words of curious history as CATACOMB, CHOLERA, CLOSH, COCKATRICE, COCKNEY, COMPURGATION. 
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The Historical method followed has cleared the origin and history of hundreds of words from the errors 
in which conjectural ' etymology' had involved them; it has established the actual derivation of many, and 
has left the origin of others as unknown and, to all appearance, lost. It has established the recent origination 
of a considerable portion of our vocabulary, and shown to what an extent, especially in CL- and CR- words , 
onomatopceia has continued to work; has brought into prominence the remarkable extent to which, 

in our composite language, the same 

and it 

monosyllabic combination of three or four letters is apt to constitute 

several words entirely unconnected in origin, as exemplified under CLOCK, COB, COCK, COD, COG, COLL, 

COP, COPE, COT, CROCK. In the case of these homographic groups, when the history of some of the 
individual words is also uncertain , it is often exceedingly difficult to decide what are distinct words, and what 
are only senses of one and the same original word. In doubtful cases, I have usually leant to treating such as 

senses of one word, so as not unnecessarily to increase the number of homographs ; but, in each case, attention 

is called to the possibility that senses so combined may really be in their origin distinct words. See, for 

example, the senses treated under COB sb.\ COP sb.2 

A considerable portion of the materials for C (Ca-Ce, Ci-Comm) was formerly subedited by Mr. H. 
H. Gibbs, and part of the remainder by the late Mr. Geo . White of Marychurch, Torquay, in accordance 

with the original proposals of the Philological Society. While the present volume has been in preparation, 

successive portions of the letter have been subedited under the Editor's direction, with addition of all new 

materials, by a number of volunteer workers, viz., the Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A., Oxford, Mr. E. C. Hulme, of 

18 Philbeach Gardens, South Kensington Mr. G. L. Apperson, of II Park Road, Wimbledon, the late Mr. \V. , 
Noel Woods, B.A., of Elgin Road, Addiscombe, Surrey (assisted by Mrs. Woods, B.A.), the late Mr. John Peto, 

of Ravenswood, Alleyne Park, S.E., Mr. A. Hailstone, of 20 Woodland Road, Cheetham HilI, Manchester, 
Miss J. E. A. Brown, Further Barton, Cirencester, the Rev. W. B. Robertson Wilson, M.A., Dollar, and small 
portions by Mrs. G. Pope, the Avenue, Clifton, Miss Edith Thompson, Brokes Lodge, Reigate, and Mr. T. 

Henderson, M.A., Bedford. Of the amount of time devoted by these voluntary workers to the Dictionary, 

and their valued help in facilitating the final labours of the editorial staff in the Scriptorium, I speak with 

the highest appreciation and gratitude. Three of the number, I regret to record, have, during the progress of 

the volume , been removed by death: Mr. John Peto, at a good old age, and Mr. and Mrs. Woods in their 
early prime 1. 

In the' proof' stage continuous help has been given by Mr. H. Hucks Gibbs, M.A., the Rev. J. B. 

Johnston, B.D., Falkirk, the Rev. J. T. Fowler, M.A., F.S.A., Vice-Principal of Bishop Hatfield's Hall , 
Durham , Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A., Gosport, Monsieur F. J. Amours, of Glasgow, and above all by Mr. 

Fitzedward Hall, D. C.L., who has continued his daily collation and annotation of the proofs, and supplied, 

from the fruits of his life-long studies in English literature, thousands of quotations for the use of words 
at earlier or later dates than those already recorded, for rare words and senses, or interesting and curious 
idioms. Grateful acknowledgements are also due to Professor Eduard Sievers, now of Leipzig, and 

Monsieur Paul Meyer, Member of the Institute of France, for their continuous help with the etymology and 

history of difficult Teutonic and Romanic words respectively ; as also to Professor F. Neumann of Heidelberg, 

Professor F. Kluge of Freiburg in Breisgau, Dr. W. H. Muller of Leyden, Dr. Axel Erdmann and Professor 

Noreen of Upsala, Professor Storm of ChristianHt, Professor O. Jespersen of Copenhagen, Senor Don Rufino 

Cuervo, author of a Spanish Etymological Dictionary, Professor J. Rhys, Mr. W. R. Morfill, M.A., Professor 

Margoliouth, M.A., Mr. J. T. Platts, M.A., and Rev. Dr. G. U. Pope, for very frequent help in tracing the 

etymology and history of words from French, German, Dutch, Norse, Celtic, Slavonic, Arabic, Persian, 
HindustanI, Tamil, and other Oriental languages. 

From most of the scholars and specialists already named in Vol. I., help has also been received in the 

present volume; to their names must be added those of Sir W. R. Anson, Bart., Warden of All Souls, the 
Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A., Mr. C. H. Firth, M.A., Prof. P. Gardner, M.A., Prof. Ray Lankester, F.R.S., 

Dr. R. L. Poole, all of Oxford, Mr. A. J. Hipkins (for names of Musical Instruments), and Mr. W. H. 

Stevenson, of the Record Office, London. 

1 The ranks of onr volnntary workers have meanwhile been filled up by Mr. James Bartlett, M.A., Cloverlea, Bramley, Guildford, who has 
subedited G, and commenced work on R, the Rev. Canon R. Morris, D.D., Eaton, Eccleston, Cheshire, who has subedited part of I, and Mr. H. A. 
Nesbitt of 7 Newburgh Road, Acton, who has done a portion of N. 
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The volume has been especially enriched by the assistance of Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart., and Professor 

F. W. Maitland of Downing College, Cambr idge, in words connected 


Thompson in the investigation of words belon ging to English History, of Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, F.R.S., 


F.L.S., in the history of plant names and botanical terms, of Professor Alfred Newton of Magdalene College, 


Cambr idge, in ornithological terms, of Professor Albert W. Chester of Hamilton College, Cli nton, N.Y., in 

mineralogical terms, of Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A. of Gosport, in the history of medical and pathological words,
, 
of Mr. Alexander Beazeley, C.E., in the history of architectural terms, of the Rev. Principal Fairbairn in the 

history of several theological terms, of the late Dr. E. Hatch, and the Rev. F. E. Warren, M.A., in some 

ecclesiastical and liturgical words, and of Mr. R. B. Prosser, formerly of the Patent Office, in the history of 

recent technical terms connected with arts and manufactures. Acknowledgement has also to be made of 

the kindness of Professor J. M. Dixon, late of the Imperi al University, T6ky6, Japan, now of the Washington 

University, St. Loui s, Missouri, who presented to us the whole of the quotations collected for his valuable 

Dictio1lary of Idiomatic English Phrases, furnished with full references to the authors and works cited. 

In some earlier parts of the letter, especially in CE-, C1-, I had the advantage of the collaboration of 

Mr. Henry Bradley, who has since edited the letter E, and is now occupied with F. The assistants in the 

Scriptorium who have co-operated with me in the production of the volume, and whose share in the work is 

recorded with warm appreciation, are Mr. John Mitchell, Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A., Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A., 

Mr. C. Balk, and (for part of the letter) Mr. A. Erlebach, B.A., Mr. G. Morrison, and Mr. F. J. Sweatman. 

JAMES A. H. MURRAY. 
THE SCRIPTORIUM, OXFORD, 


October, 1893. 


ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS. 

Cent '. Etymology. The Romanic origin is established: juego de los cientos, i.e. 'hundred-game' Is the Spanish name of piquet. Cf. 
ClENTO. 

Clead, cleed, 'U. Etymology. Omit the eighth line, and substitute' f. k!3!1Ji sb.: see CLOTH.' 
Clever. \Yhat is perhaps an example of this word, of date 1470, and from Norfolk, where Sir T. Browne located it, occurs in the Pastolt 

Leiters, No. 656 (II. 415), printed' if it be soo that all thynge go olyver currant'; where ' c1yver' Is perhaps the reading of the (now lost) MS. ; 
cf. the dialectal uses under B. 

Coincide, and its derivatives, are treated in a scholarly monograph by H. E. Shepherd, in the A Tllerkan Journal of P1tilology, vol. 1. pp. 271-

280, in which the history of the words in the medireval Latin of Roger Bacon, an::! the English writers of the 17th c. is traced with much fullness. 

the verb, in sense 3, earlier instances are given from BERKELEY (1705) TVorks IV. 442. and W. \VOLLASTON (1709) in Nichols £/Z,lStr. Lit.For 
1. 

Corduroy (spelt cwderoy) has now been found, by Mr. R. B. Prosser, a little earlier. Chadwick's Patent, No. 1093, of 1774, specifies inter 
alia, 'cotton corderoys, cotton and linen corderoys '• .  

Cowl sb.t Prof. Skeat points out the OE. form cuftl, pI. cuJlas, of date 963-84, in Cartul. Saxo,z. (ed. Birch) 367, (ii catlas & pry tro;;:.s' 
[two cowls and three troughs]. This makes certain its relationship to OHG. chubil, whether originally Teutonic, or of West Germanic adoption 
from Latin. 




